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This study examines the benefits of implementing the Defense Data Network at a
nuUtary organization. The effects of computer-mediated communication, both intended
and unintended, are examined. Sociotechnical design is discussed as one elTectivc means
to implement the DDN in order to ma.ximize its benelits; this theory contends that the
ocial as well as technical aspects of a system must be considered to generate miproved
performance. A technical analysis of applying this theory to DDN implementation is
provided. A social analysis, the result of a questionnaire administered to three inde-
pendent samples of DDN users, also is included. Conclusions and recommendations for
the studv are:
DDN training is generally inadequate at the facilities sampled.
DDN skills generally are not rewarded at the facilities sampled.
Management structure and philosophy are critical for successful DDN implemen-
tation.
Participative, team-building activities that encourage the formation of self-managed
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The implementation of the Defense Data Network (DDN) on the scale envisioned
hy its developers brings the militar\' abruptly into the arena of computer-niediated
communications. The DDN oilers many technical enhancements that can meet the in-
creasing needs of the military for Information processing and transfer. However, current
research on the introduction of new technology into an existing organization reveals that
many problems can arise. An organization's emphasis during the implementation proc-
ess often is only on the technical aspects of the new system. The underlying social
subsystem is ignored, along with the complex networks of relationships and interactions
between the people who comprise an organization.
This thesis examines sociotechnical theory as a method of evaluating the full impact
of new technology on all components of an organization. Sociotechnical theory con-
tends that the full benefits of a system cannot be realized unless both the technical and
the social subsystems are each considered equally. This theory should be of particular
interest to the management of a military site that installs the DDN. For the local
manager, the technology of the DDN is largely fixed. However, the attitude and skill
of the DDN manager will determine whether the new system is implemented in a manner
that will achieve the fullest possible benefits.
B. OBJECTIVES
The goal of this thesis is to provide detailed information needed for managerial de-
cision making, with respect to introducing the DDN at military sites. Specific objectives
of this study are:
Identify how, and for what, the DDN is used in organizations.
Identify the effects of computer-mediated communications on an organization.
Examine strategies for overcoming barriers to innovation and performance im-
provement.
• Discuss effective training methods for electronic communications systems.
• Identify the key conditions for successful system introduction as proposed by
sociotechnical theory, and determine the extent to which these conditions are
present in organizations with access to the DDN.
• Identify measures of performance for DDN use. and determine what factors can
alTect them.
• Propose a sociotechnical plan for introducing the DDN to military organizations.
C. THESIS 0\ ERVIEW
This study takes a general approach to implcnientation of access to the DDN at
military sites. It docs not address the installation ol" specific systenis at specific lo-
cations. Emphasis is on acceptance of the new system by potential military and civilian
u^ers of the DDN.
The second chapter pro\idcs background information concerning the DDN, includ-
ing its history, development, and benefits. The third chapter presents the key concepts
of sociotechnical theory, tracing it from its origins to the development of a design for
structuring organizations. The fourth chapter provides a technical analysis of organ-
izations that have implemented computer-mediated communications systems, focusing
on potential problems and solutions. The fifth chapter is an analysis, based on ques-
tionnaire data, of the social subsystems of several organizations that have the DDN in-
stalled. The sixth chapter provides conclusions and reconmiendations resulting from this
study and proposes areas for further research.
II. THE DEFENSE DATA NETWORK
A. HISTORY
The Defense Data Network (DDX) is the sanctioned long-haul computer cominu-
nications network for the United States Department of Defense (DOD).l It was se-
lected after an indepth study ol' competing systems. The DO'S has evolved as an
outgrowth of the militaiw's attempt to create an optimum, world-wide data communi-
cations network. The DDN is managed by the Defense Data Network Program OlTice
oi' the Defense Communication Agency (DCA). It is intended for users engaged in
otTicial government business, research, or the support of the same.
Military computer communications began with the ARPANET, a purely exper-
imental network originated by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) in late 1969 to advance the state of the art in computer networking.
ARPANET was successfully designed to allow various computers to communicate with
each other, in a convenient and economic fashion. In 1975. the DCA assumed control
of ARPANET operations. The DDN was olTicially established in 1982 to pro\ide an
administrative umbrella over e.\isting and planned DOD networks. ARPANET was
then split into two entities, ARPANET and MILNET. ARPANET remains oriented
primarily toward research and development, while MILNET serves as an operational
military network. [Ref l:pp. 12-13]
The DDN also includes three Defense Secure Networks (DSNETS): GENSER,
WINCS, and SCINET. Each DSNET is a physically distinct subnetwork that carries
classified traffic at a single security level.
The DCA maintains an all-purpose repository for collecting and distributing infor-
mation about both ARPANET and MILNET at the Network Information Center
(NIC) in Menlo Park, California. The NIC disseminates information and provides ser-
vices via online interaction, written publications, and over a toll free telephone hot
line. This is the best initial source for obtaining answers to questions regarding the
DDN.
I Long haul communications are communications intended for use over a large geographic
area, usually involving distances greater than 20 miles.
B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
1. Packet Snitching
The DDN was designed to take advantage of ofT-the-shelf technology developed
for ARPANET. The heart of this is a network technology known as packet switching,
which enables a message to he broken up into pieces, or "packets". Each packet has the
same destination address as the original message, as well as a sequence number that in-
dicates which part of the original message it represents. The packets are forwarded
along the network until they all ultimately reach their destination, where they are reas-
sembled and delivered in total. The entire operation is transparent to the user.
A key concept of packet switching in the DDN is that of adapti\e routing.
Essentially, this means that no predetermined, dedicated path exists for delivery of the
packets. Instead, each packet takes the best route it can find at that time. This means
that all packets from a given message do not necessarily take the same path. IRef.
::pp. S-11]
2. Network Components
The physical components of the DDN consist of four basic parts:




These can be grouped into two areas: the part managed by the DCA, consisting of the
packet switching subnetwork and gateways, and the user-managed hosts and
terminals. [Ref 3:pp. 1.3-1.4]
The packet switching subnetwork is often referred to as the backbone system.
Its primary elements are shown in Figure 1 on page 5 and consist of:
• Packet Switching Nodes (PSNs)
• Terminal Access Controllers (TACs)
• Monitoring Center.
The packet switching device employed by the DDN is a Bolt. Beranek, &
Newman (BBN) C 30 minicomputer. The BBN C, 30 is a programmable communi-
cations processor that can be configured as either a PSN or a TAC. The PSN routes
packets through the network with a shortest path algorithm. In this process each PSN
continuously receives estimates of queuing and transmission delay times to adjacent
nodes. Packets are then routed to the node that promises the least average time to get
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Figure 1. DDN Components: [Ref, 3:p. 1.3]
there and be processed. PSNs are interconnected by high-speed dedicated trunk lines.
Multiple paths are provided to allow redundancy. The PSNs comprise the interface
between network access devices (hosts and TAGS) and the rest of the backbone
network. They support two general host access protocols: X.25, and 1822 ARPANET
Host Interface Protocol (AH IP). A protocol is the syntax of the language between two
similar entities. That is, it is the set of rules that govern the way in which communi-
cation occurs.
The TAC is one of several devices that can be used to access the backbone
network from a network host computer. TACs difler from PSNs in their software and
input output configurations. Basically, they provide a method for asynchronous termi-
nal to access the backbone network.
A host which supports X.25 or AHIP protocols can access a PSN directly
through one of the PSN's 62 ports. TACs are used when hosts and ternunals do not
support X.25 or AHIP protocols. The TAC functions as a traffic manager, accepting
inputs from up to 62 asynchronous terminal network subscribers, and directing them
through one of a PSN's high-speed ports. TACs also provide a security function by
requiring the user to identify himself through a valid access code and password.
The Monitoring Center is a BBN C 70 computer that uses a network utilities
program to monitor and control the network. This program sets up routines to oversee
the network, manipulate data bases. '.>play status, process control commands, and
generate reports. In essence, it acts as referee, umpire, and judge for the entire
network. [Ref 4:pp. 5.12-5.15]
Gateways are network components that allow data transmissions to be trans-
ferred between networks. For example, gateways allow messages to be transferred be-
tween MILNET and ARPANET. Each gateway is a computer that is capable of acting
as a network host on its attached networks. The gateway uses a special protocol, the
Internet Protocol (IP), to control data How. routing, and error checking.
In the subscriber portion of the DDN system, users can be categorized as either
hosts or terminal users. Hosts are computers that can support either the AIIIP or X.25
protocol, and thus can access the DDN directly through a dedicated circuit to the near-
est PSN. Subscribers using other kinds of computers or asynchronous terminals must
access the DDN through a TAG. T.-XG access requires only that terminals be configured
to support ASCII code. In an ideal situation, users would all have synchronous equip-
ment that supported backbone protocols. However, the disparities in equipment utilized
by the variety of activities supported by the network make this impossible. As a result,
the DDN Program Manager is committed to providing network access support devices
for non-X.25 and non-AHIP equipment. [Ref 5:pp. 7.2-7.5]
C. LAYERED ARCHITECTURE
The concept of a layered computer architecture is that similar network functions are
logically grouped together. In the DDN and other layered architectures, the commu-
nicating entities are known as layers. Layers are arranged in a vertical hierarchy so that
network functions can be performed in a sequential order. Each layer provides services
to the layer directly above it. and utilizes the services of the layer directly below it. An
overview of the layers is shown in Figure 2 on page 7.
L Open Systems Interconnection
The increase in communications systems and equipment has created the need for
a framework that allows the development of standards. The purpose of communi-
cations networks is to communicate, and without some method of coordination this
would be nearly impossible. The International Standards Organization (ISO) responded
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to this need by devising a multilayercd architecture that will facilitate the establishment
of standards to achieve interoperability between computer systems. The model they
devised is the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. See Figure 3 on page 8 for
ai\ exaniple of this model.
Interoperability is attained by adopting standardized protocols for each of the
model's se\en layers. Only the lowest layer has an actual physical connection; that is,
only in this layer is there an actual exchange of raw bit streams. In ail others, only a
LAye;'










































Figure 3. The OS I Architecture: [Kef. 5:p. 3.10]
logical connection is established. Each must send data down to the next layer in order
to get it across to another system. The layers and data How are like the floors and oc-
cupants of an ofTice building. People, like data, can move between floors, but can only
get to another building by exiting through the bottom lloor. A brief description of each
layer and how it is used in the DDN follows. [Ref. 5:pp. 3.8-3.12)
1. The OS I Layers
• Physical Layer This layer defines the physical interface between devices, along with
the rules by which bits arc passed from one to another. It is said to determine the
interface between data ternunal equipment (DTE) and data circuit terminating
equipment (DCE).
• /)c//t; Link Layer This layer provides an assured, error-free link for data (low, and
the nieans to activate, maintain, and deactivate the link.
• Xeiwork Layer This layer creates and exchanges packets between a host and a
network, and between network coniponents. Two DDN protocols are used here.
•The internet protocol (IP) is responsible for routing and delivering data between
networks. The network access protocol establishes the connection between the
host and backbone network. The network access protocol can iinoke protocols in
the lower lavers. The preferred network access protocol for the DON is X.25
Standard, but AHIP 1822 and X.25 Basic will be supported until 1991.
TranspoKi Layer This layer provides a reliable mechanism for the exchange of data
between different systems. It ensures that data arc delivered error free, m *;e-
quence. and with no losses or duplication. The standard protocol for the DDN is
the DOD standard transmission control protocol (TCP). The TCP results in reli-
able communications between hosts.
Session Layer This layer provides an end-to-end procedure that establishes, main-
tains, and terminates logical relationships between processes in the higher layers.
Standard DDN protocols include telecommunications network (TELNCT) proto-
col, file transfer protocol (FTP), and simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP).
Preseiuation Layer This layer provides a host-to-host procedure that prescribes
data formatting and data transformation. In the DDN, the presentation layer is
combined with the session layer.
Applicaiiori Layer This layer provides a means for application processes to access
the OS I environment. It contains management functions and mechanisms to
support distributed applications. There are no DDN standards for this layer.
D. FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
The DDN oilers a number of services that are of special interest to subscribers.
They are transparent to the user, but rely heavily on the previously mentioned
protocols. Though details of use vary from host to host, depending on the software
installed, three functions stand out as applicable across the network. They are
TELNET. FTP. and SMTP.
L TELNET Protocol
TELNET is the DDN' function that allows a user to log in to a remote host from
a local host, that is, one at his location. Once connected and logged in, the user can
enter data, run programs, or perform any other operation just as if he were logged in
directly at the remote computer on which he is working [Ref. 2:p. 34]. The TELNET
protocol utilizes the idea of a network virtual terminal: characteristics of specific termi-
nals are mapped into the network standard to allow terminals from a variety of vendors
to be connected to a variety of hosts. TELNET also specifies the protocol between
hosts that allows such things as dilFermg Une width and page size to be resolved. All
TELNET data e.xchange is provided for through TCP.
2. File Transfer Protocol
FTP is used to transfer a file or portion of a file from one system to another.
This can be done despite dilTerent computers and file storage formats. The user can
transfer a file from or to another system, or even between two remote systems. The
FTP programs of the two systems communicate through TCP. ITP oilers a number
of options. Text files can be transferred using ASCII or EBCDIC character codes.
Data can be compressed to reduce communication costs. FTP also provides mech-
anisms for controlling user access. In order to access files on a gi\en system, a user
must have an authorized password for that system.
3. Simple Mail Transter Protocol
SMTP provides the basis for a network electronic mail facility. A file exists in
which electronic mail is stored for each user who has access to the system, similar to a
postal niailbox. When a user signs on to that host, he can send mail by placing a mes-
sage in the host's outgoing mailbox, or in the mailbox of another user, and can receive
mail by reading messages in his own mailbox. Typically, mailboxes are maintained
through a computer's file management system. Each mailbox is a portion of computer
memon.' that can contain text files. These files are messages that can be printed out,
read, or deleted using the local software mail program. SMTP sets up a mechanism for
transferring messages among separate host systems. Thus a user can send mail any-
where in the DDN. making use of TCP. The user usually sees the same mail program
interface whether sending local or remote mail, so he only has to learn one format. [Ref
61
E. ATTRIBUTES
The DDN is primarily designed to be an operational DOD network. As such, it
incorporates many qualities that contribute to overall effectiveness. The first of these,
especially important to a militar\' system, is survivability. This is enhanced by redun-
dancy. As of early 19S7, some 200 PSNs are channeling data along some 300 trunk lines
[Ref 7]. These nodes, backed up at critical locations, are dispersed over a wide ge-
ographic area. The dynamic DDN adaptive routing algorithm automatically routes
traffic around damaged or congested circuits. Four levels of precedence ensure that es-
sential, time sensitive data can get through in an emergency. In addition, the automatic
monitoring of the multiple trunks, switches, and access lines helps ensure that the DDN
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will gracefully degrade when transnussion paths begin to go down.
Availability is a critical DDN attribute; the system operates 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. The inherent redundancy of the system allows a predicted 99" o availability
rate for electronic communications. Dual homing, in which two access lines are con-
nected to two dilTerent switching nodes, increases this availability up to 99.95'- o. [Ref.
4:p. 6.:j
Transmission quality and network delay are also important DDN attributes.
Transmission quality is the probability that a message will reach the desired destination
(measured by the probability of a misdirected packet) and the chances that it will contain
no mistakes (measured by the bit error rate). A 16 bit cyclic redundancy check used on
all access and trunk circuits, coupled with a 16 bit checksum utililized for TCP sub-
scribers, gives an overall undetected bit error rate of less than 0.0<)O0000000000()O0(J()29.
or about one occurance every 174,000 years. This same checking system also yields a
probability that a packet will be misdelivered only about once out of every 184 billion
packets.
Network delay is measured as the time it takes for a packet to be routed through the
backbone network. This depends on several factors, including packet size, transmission
rate, and precedence level. On the average, this delay is calculated to be 0.09 second for
a high precedence message, falling off to 0.122 second for lower precedence tralTic. [Ref
4:pp. 6.3-6.5]
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III. THE SOCIOTECHMCAL .MODEL
A. HISTORY
The sociotechnical theon.' of job design, though initially sounding imposing, is es-
sentially a simple proposition. It postulates that there are two inseparable components
at any work site--the equipment used to perform work, or technical a<=pects. and the
people who use the equipment, or social aspects. The goal of sociotechnical theory, at
its most basic level, is to find the best match between the two. This simple premise,
which appears to be common sense, all too often breaks down in practical
application. In actual managerial usage, technical aspects are often emphasized to the
exclusion of the social. EHbrts are concentrated on expanding the technological base
(not a bad thing in itselO. but little thought is given to how people will use this tech-
nology. The purchase of new technological equipment does not automatically result in
productive use of the same [Ref 8]. The users must accept and comprehend the tech-
nology in order to realize potential benefits fully. Sociotechnical theory arose to at-
tempt to bridge the gap between hardware and software systems and the people who use
them.
Sociotechnical theory has its beginnings in the period shortly after World War II.
In the late 1940s, a group of researchers from the Tavistock Institute made a startling
observation in the coal industry. Though new production technologies had recently
been employed, not all coal mines reaped the same benefits. The productivity oC work-
ers employed at production-line-style sites was consistently lower than that of workers
at sites where they were organized in small groups. Thus, the researchers postulated
that high performance, technology, and work organization need to support each other.
[Ref 9:pp. 33-36]
This conclusion ran counter to the then-prevailing view that productivity is strictly
a function of industrial engineering. The ensuing years have produced voluminous re-
search exploring the interactions between men and technology. The terminology varies,
depending on the researcher, but the conclusions are similar. Technology is only one
side of the coin. The characteristics of the users must be considered, to attain the de-
sired benefits of advanced equipment.
12
B. DESIGN
The sociotechnical model used in this thesis draws heavily on the model design doiie
bv Tava [Ref. 9j, Sociotechnical design contains clenients of both theory and
procedure. 1 he emphasis is on the work organization, and on how reorganization can
provide a more satisfying and productive environment. The key idea underlying
sociotechnical design is the view of the organization as an open system. A systems ap-
proach regards the organization as a set of interrelated parts, called subsystems, that
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Figure 4. Conversion Model of an Operations System: [Ref. 10:p. 200)
The subsystems exhibit synergy in that the parts are more productive working to-
gether than independently. Control is exercised by the use of feedback, which is infor-
mation that measures the dilTerence between desired and actual output. The system is
considered open because it extensively interacts with, and is influenced by, its environ-
ment [Ref 10:p.44 ].
There are several premises in this approach. The first is that of the importance of
self design, ideas are better accepted if they originate from within the organization.
This encourages collaboration and fosters a feeling of participation, as well as revealing
what tfic workers feel needs to be improved.
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The second premise is that details of a work system should not be overspccified in
advance. At any point in the design process, only the minimum critical specifications
should be defined. This allows for further adaptation once the minimum criteria have
been met.
Finally, the design process is considered to be open-ended. This means the job is
never really over. The entire process is continuously under review and subject to alter-
ation as conditions change. Sociotechnical design encourages the development of or-
ganization members who are capable of adjusting to change. [Ref 9:pp. 17-18]
C. TECHNICAL SUBSYSTEM
The sociotechnical approach regards the technical subsystem as the tools and tech-
niques used to convert inputs into desired outputs. To a large extent, this is primarily
the management of uncertainty. Galbraith defines uncertainty as "' . , . the dilTerence
between the amount of information required to perform a task and the amount already
possessed by the organization" [Kef ll:p. 5]. The level of uncertainty is directly pro-
portional to
• Instability of the environment
• Complexity of the tasks
• Level of task interdependence. [Ref. 12:pp. 126-27]
As the level of uncertainty increases, so does the need for processing information.
In an organization where new technology has been introduced, four major elements are
often afiected.
• Operator skills. New knowledge and skills are required to utilize the technology.
• Procedural enhanceinenis. The work of nonoperators must change to accomodate
limitations of a system, such as adapting new administrative procedures.
• Siruciure. Changes in the organizational structure, such as allocation of responsi-
bilit}', information flow, role coordination, incentives, and compensation, are nec-
essary.
• Culture. Profound changes may be required in the core beliefs that comprise an
organization. These include things like status dilTerentiation, definition of mission,
and underlying management philosophy. [Ref 9:pp. 3-5)
.•\11 of these elements can contribute to confusion in an enterprise. Two options are
available to organizations operating under a mismatch between information processing
needs and capabilities. One is to reduce uncertainty. This can be accompUshed by in-
creasing the amount of resource inputs, such as men, material, or time, to yield a desired
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output (goods or services). This is known as introducing slack.. The second option is
to increase the capacity to process information. This can be done by changing the tasks
or their interrelationships. The result is a decentralized decision-making process,
meaning decisions are made at the lowest possible level.
A key concept in sociotechnical analysis is identifying where tiie areas of greatest
uncertainty occur. The greatest chance for making mistakes lies m these areas. Bene-
fits accrue from placing the information, authority, and skills needed to control errors
at the points where they will do the most good: the lines of authority are more horizontal
than vertical. From the sociotechnical viewpoint, this improves response, encourages
participation, and improves performance.
D. MOTIVATION
The sociotechnical design process is centered around the principle of motivation.
Motivation is that which instigates, focuses, and supports people's behaviour. The tra-
ditional view of motivational theory held that people naturally disliked work. Work was
regarded as dull and repetitive. It was the job of the manager to create financial incen-
tives in order to get workers to perform. However, the recent works of many researchers
have provided an alterative position, that of a human resources model of niotivation.
This model proposes that people do not inherently find work distasteful. They want,
even need, to contribute to meaningful goals when they have had an input in setting
those goals. The concept embodied in this model is that most people can exercise far
more creativity, self-direction, and self-control than their present jobs require [Ref
IO:pp. 419-4201.
All people bring certain needs with them to a workplace. Their motivation is di-
rectly correlated with the degree to which these needs are fulfilled. It is the manager's
function to meet the organizational goals better by tailoring the characteristics of the job
to fit the needs of the workforce.
Fredrick Herzberg developed a two-factor theory to explain what these needs are
and what determines them. He called the first group hygiene factors. These include
salary, working conditions, and company policies. Flygiene factors deal with the work-
er's relationship to the organizational environment. When low. they can cause dissatis-
faction. But, when high, the best they can cause is a not-dissatisfied, or neutral,
condition. The second group of factors relates to job content, and includes things such
as achievement, recognition, and responsibility. Herzberg called these motivating fac-
tors. Motivating factors, when high, result in job satisfaction. When low, the worst
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efiect they can have is a neutral state. Thus, job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction are
influenced by diflerent factors. [Ref 13]
E. SOCIAL SL BSVSTE.M
The social subsystem is concerned with two primary areas: (1) the division of work,
and (2) the methods of coordination used to control uncertainty in the technical con-
version process. The division of work in an organization defines the manner in which
tasks are assigned. It iniplicitly specifies the roles people play, i.e., what their jobs
are. Ilackman and Oldham ha\'e identified five core job dimensions. They are:
• Skill Vanety. The extent to which a variety of skills and talents are required to
accomplish the assigned tasks.
• Task Ideniiiy. The extent to which the job Involves completion of an identifiable
unit, project, or other piece of work.
• Task Significdficc. The extent to which the task alTects the work or lives of others,
inside or outride the organization.
• AuioiKjniy. The extent to which the individual has freedom on the job, and the
discretion to schedule tasks and determine procedures for carrying them out.
• Teedhack. The extent to which an individual has receives praise, blame, or criticism
about the eflectiveness with which tasks have been performed. [Ref 14:pp.
159-170]
Meaningfulness, responsibility, and an understanding of the results of one's work
are critical factors in generating motivation and job satisfaction. Researchers have
shown that a high degree of skill variety, task identity, and task significance all contrib-
ute meaning to the job. Increased autonomy results in a greater sense of
responsibility. Feedback instills in the workers a sense oi understanding of their roles
and functions in the organization. Thus, the design of the job is e.xtremely important.
The effects of these core characteristics are illustrated in Figure 5 on page 17.
The sociotechnical design of jobs is intended to make the job something worth doing
well. This runs against the traditional industrial engineering approach to work. In this
older approach the goal is to simplify work, often to a minimal number o{^ mundane,
repetitive steps. All too frequently this can be the end product of automation. Effi-
ciency is improved, but at the cost of variety in the work, and of identity and autonomy
in the workforce. The ultimate effect on productivity varies. Workers with high needs
for personal growth may become dissatisfied and experience a decrease in performance,
while those who fail to identify with their jobs want to keep things as simple as possible
[Ref 10:pp. 235-241]. Sociotechnical intervention seeks to determine what the needs of
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Figure 5. Effects of Core Job Characteristics: [Ref. 10:p. 239]
Once the work has been divided, the jobs must be coordinated to produce the desired
outcomes. The amount of coordination needed depends on how much information flow
is required to perform tasks, and on the level of interdependence between the groups
performing them. Interdependence relates to the degree that one group relies on other
groups to complete a fmished product. Coordination needs increase as work becomes
more dynamic, the environment changes, and interdependence is high. It is achieved
through a variety of methods. The organization's chain of command can specify re-
lationships between workers. Rules and procedures can be installed to handle routine
events. In addition, the use of planning and goal setting attain coordination by direct-
ing efforts to the same targets.
When these relatively simple methods do not provide the necessary coordination,
other, more complex means can be employed. Coordination can come from upper or
from cross levels in the organization. Vertical coordination methods involve data
transfer up and down the chain of command. For example, control can be effected
through computerized management information systems. A potential problem is that
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if a work force is already disenfranchised by automation, this is adding fuel to the fire.
Horizontal coordination mechanisms cut across the management layers. This allows
information exchange and decision making at the level where the needed information
exists. Horizontal coordination can be facilitated by creating a liason role between
departments with frequent contact, a process known as boundary spanning. Individual
expertise can be pooled by forming teams, thereby channeling efibrts to a common
end. [Ref 10:pp. 264-268]
It is on this concept of team building that sociotcchnical design is focused. The
formation of work groups is encouraged. Group members learn how to perform multi-
ple jobs. Training is done within the group. The group determines task assignments
and means of coordination, without involving higher level supervision. The group
members are treated as valuable resources. They serve to enhance both the structure
of the social subsystem at work and the social relations among the people on the job.
[Ref Q:p, 23]
Bertrand Russell said:
Work is of two kinds: first, altering the position of matter at or near the earth's
surface relatively to other such matters; second, telling other people to ^o so. The
first is unpleasant and ill paid; the second is pleasant and highly paid. [Ref 15]
Management, which falls into Russell's second category, is an information-intensive
activity. Computer-mediated communications systems such as the DDN provide the
promise of significant benefits for the manager who can optimize the use of this tech-
nology. Part of the benefits accrue through increased efficiency, that is, the ability to
produce more with less. However, the greatest benefits can be realized through in-
creasing etfectiveness. In the simplest terms, the essential function of an organization
is one of adding value. This value is what is imparted during the conversion process of
inputs to outputs by the organization's activities. The technology is a tool, not an end
in this process. The key ingredient in attaining greater elTectiveness is the human factor.
.Management gets the greatest payofT from a new technology by increasing the value
added by the workers. It follows then, that it is incumbent upon management to create
and sustain the conditions that lead to the greatest value added by the workforce. [Ref
16]
Sociotcchnical design proposes to create the best possible scenario for maximizing
the human value-added potential. In practice there is no set formula for optimum per-
formance. No one can devise a scheme to encompass all the variables that go into this
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optimum, and sociotechnical theor}' says that no one should. The goal, instead, is to set
the stage to allow the greatest possible flow of ideas to occur, and from this flow the best
feasible solutions will arise.
The niethod recommended by sociotechnical theory is the formation of natural work
groups as the basic organizational building block. Some analysts ha\e said that any
work process should be organized around the self-managed team concept [Rcf I'lp.
2^)7]. Using one approach to team formation, a company specilied that e\'ery person in
the organization should become part of a group consisting of eight to flfteen people.
Hach group was highly autonomous: responsible for its own scheduling, training,
problem-solving, and many other activities. The teams developed their own quantitati\e
performance indicators. Meetings occured at least once a week. Members were re-
warded as a group by top management; individual performance ratings emphasized
support for the team. Job specialization was virtually eliminated due to the emphasis
on cross training members in all areas of the group's responsibilities. The results for the
organization as a whole were improved productivity and quality. [Ref. 17:pp. 298-300]
The 'Organization of work groups revolves around four major principles:
• The group is responsible for a specific product.
• The group is expected and helped to become self-regulating.
• Groups have multi-skilled responsibilities.
• Skill-based rewards are given to group members. [Ref. 9:p. 30]
Self-managed teams might be perceived as a threat to the rank structure in a military
organization. This need not be the case. Top management, as personified by the upper
rank echelons, sets the policies and objectives for the organization. The teams carry
them out. The important distinction here is that there is no over-specification or
"nucro-managmg" of how these objectives are met. The decision-making process, which
is contingent on information (the priman-' output of the DDN). is devolved to the teams.
This is where the greatest expertise and experience resides. In cases where the teams fail
to reach a consensus, the decision can be passed up to the next level in the chain oC
command. The incentive is created for the teams to resolve their own problems to avoid
the costs of high level intervention.
IBM uses this technique in its budgeting procedure. Certain budgets are constructed
by negotiation among all concerned parties. Each member has the option of concurring
or not concurring with proposals. Non-concurrences that cannot be resolved escalate
through the corporate ranks, until, if still not resolved, a central management committee
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renders a decision. Thus, top management stimulates a variety of participation and
constructive negotiations among the people in the company who are closest to the
problem, while simultaneously reinforcing key corporate objectives and policies.
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IV. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF DDN IMPLEMENTATION
A. SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY
The DDN is, in its essence, a computer-aided coinmunications medium. The intro-
duction of it into a mihtarv' organization is similar to the expansion m recent years of
automation in the oirices of the private sector. There is a large body of literature and
research about this automation process that is of interest to the management of a site
utilizing the DDN. Electronic communications are changing the way business is con-
ducted, and have the potential to change how work is done, electronic mail, in partic-
ular, opens up a Pandora's box of change in communications. The sociotechnical
approach is to implement these changes in a manner that does not disrupt the social
system of the work setting.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the primary purpose of the technical system
is to reduce uncertainty. The very act of implementing a new system creates an uncer-
tain environment. This uncertainty is heightened to the degree that tasks are complex
and interrelated. In the communications milieu, management must answer the
questions of who can use the system, what they can use it for, and how much it will cost.
The answers to these questions can be partially derived through the experiences of otlier
organizations in implenicnting electronic communications systems.
1. Rules Concerning Usage
Tushman and Nadler contend that uncertainty can be reduced through the use
of rules and procedures [Ref. 18]. These rules and procedures would ideally be derived
through participative negotiation. Those involved in the work process have a good
conception of who needs to do what.
A good example is provided by Digital Electronics, a large corporation which
recently installed an electronic communications system with over 6000 users. The com-
pany developed a set of guidelines for determining access. Electronic mail accounts were
authorized on the basis of:
• The need to send a specified number of messages daily
• The need to communicate over a large geographic area
• The need to communicate with hard-to-reach personnel
• The need to coordinate and keep current on project information. [Ref. I9:p. S\
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Although obviously not comprehensive, these criteria provide a groundwork for negoti-
ating the allocation of subscriber access.
2. Usage Purpose
The question of what computer-aided communications should be used for raises
an interesting dilemma. Should usage be limited to task-related functions? And, if so.
what exactly determines the relationship to task? One study of 96 organizations identi-
fied over 30 dilTcrent purposes for electronic interaction [Ref 2<):p. 12.^]. Many of these
could be classified as social, rather than strictly production-related functions. For ex-
ample, social dialogue is often found aniong ARPANET users, although such interaction
is olTicially discouraged. This social usage may not be dysfunctional. The use of elec-
tronic communication can help to integrate individuals into the organization. This net-
working eilect can be used to support task-related information flow. Cohesiveness
among employees may increase. Social use can encourage workers to improve their
knowledge of the system, much the same way computer games increase the player's
interaction and familiarity with computers. In effect, social use may be a means of es-
tablishing the lateral relations deemed necessary for processing work-related uncertainty.
[Ref 20:pp. 125-134]
3. Usage Costs
The subject of cost must receive serious consideration, especially in an era of
declining budgets. The allocation of scarce resources (and no resource is perceived to
be scarcer than money in a budget crunch) is a critical issue for management in any or-
ganization. Funding in the DOD is not static; money flows to those areas that, in the
Congressional eye, demonstrate the most "bang for the buck." Thus, the manager is
uncertain as to what amount will be included in next year's budget. This uncertainty can
snowball through an organization, as each department tries to protect its budget base.
New systems, with unproven effectiveness, tend to be highly suspect when budget cuts
must be made.
Costs of the DDN can be broken down into two types: initial costs, which in-
clude those of installation, equipment, and routine maintenance, and transaction costs.
which are the charges levied for using the network. In its early stages, transaction costs
on the DDN have been financed solely by the DCA. However, as the program matures,
these costs will be shifted to the subscribers. Uncertainty arises from the lack of know-
ledge about how these costs will be applied. BBN has proposed a usage-based cost re-
covery system that reflects the current commercial tariffs [Ref 21). Costs would be
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roughly analogous to phone bills: price is deternuned by when and for how long the user
is on the line. Although an indepth analysis of potential costing techniques is beyond
the scope of this thesis, it seems clear that costs will be based at least partly on peak
traffic usage and packet size [Ref. 22].
A pertinent topic in the area of costs is that of relevancy. The DDN. by direc-
tive, will be m'^talled. This makes transaction costs the focal issue. Communications will
occur; it is only the medium through which they do so that must be decided. In the
Digital Electronics example used previously, the company performed a cost benefit
anahsis on communication through dilferent media, considering such factors as equip-
ment, labor. tarilTs. and frequency of use. They found that the cost of sending one
message via a computer-mediated path was the most e.xpensive. but the cost of each
additional message sent dropped dramatically when compared with other media. Ulti-
mately, they realized a substantial marginal cost savings by using electronic mail [Ref
19:p. 11].
The DOD currently spends approximately S204 million annually on the Auto-
matic Voice Network (AUTOVON), and S90 nullion for the Automatic Distribution
Network (AUTODIN) [Ref. 23]. These figures do not reflect the hidden costs of labor
and frustration that can ensue from a long round of "telephone tag" with an elusive
target. The extent to which DDN usage reduces these costs is a de facto savings that
can be attributed to the system.
B. PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTING NEW TECHNOLOGY
1. Organizational Bureaucracy
When a military site comes online within the DDN, it is implementing an in-
novative change within the organization. This organization is of a type known (perhaps
infamouslv) as a bureaucracv. A bureaucracv is denoted bv:
• Large size
• Dependance on it by the majority of the members for most of their income
• Hiring, promotion, and retention that are based on some assessment of organiza-
tional role performance
• A major portion of output that is not evaluated in the economic market.
Additional characteristics include hierarchical structure, impersonahty of operations, and
the extensive use of rules. [Ref. 24:pp. 24-26]
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In a bureaucracy, two traits stand out that have an effect on a sociotechnical
approach for introducing the DDN: (a) the need for communications networks, and (b)
multiple internal conditions that pro\'ide resistance to change.
The sheer size and complexity of bureaucracies necessitate a large volume of
con"imunications. These fall into two basic categories. The first is formal communi-
cations. These are regarded as ollicial by the bureau. A plan of the day would be an of-
ficial communication. The second t>pe is known as informal. These incorporate the
unwritten organizational rules and procedures, and retlect the personalities of the or-
ganizational members. For example, short interonice correspondence falls in the in-
formal category. Formal communications tend to How along vertical channels, whereas
informal communications flow horizontally. The majority of communications in an or-
ganization are informal [Rcf 24:p. 1131. Both types can be faciUtated by the DDN. The
electronic network provides the linkages between the formal and informal, but impor-
tant, social networks.
2. Information Distortion
An inherent problem in flow of information is that of possible distortion. Dis-
tortion is the result of tampering with information due to bias on the part of the sender.
Bias is an unavoidable product o[^ such things as prejudice, intentional or unintentional
selective editing of facts, or just simple human error. Decision making in an organiza-
tion is contingent on information. When this information is faulty, it impinges on the
quality of the decisions made. One of the primary methods oC reducing distortion is
through redundancy, that is, the duplication of information through alternative sources
for the purpose of verification. [Ref 24:pp. 112-120]
Flectronic communications are ideal for redundant communications. Data files
are readily transferable. Inputs and opinions can be obtained from a variety of sources
through electronic mail. In addition, information sources external to an organization
can be tapped through the DDN if necessan.'. The ability to transfer information liter-
ally at the touch of a key will greatly assist the collection proce-^^.
While electronic communications will enhance the ability to gather information,
there is a downside risk that the volume of information will adversely affect the decision
making process. One study found that decision makers have a nearly insatiable appetite
for information. They will assimilate information beyond the amount that would be
reasonably assumed to be needed to make a decision, and force themselves into a con-
dition of information overload, adversely affecting cneir decisions. Curiously, though the
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study concluded that information overload may result in poorer performance, these de-
cision makers experienced greater satislaction and confidence in their decisions. [Ref
The conclusion for managers of a DDN site is clear. Electronic communications
should facilitate effective communication and reduce distortion. The means of achieving
this. ho\ve\cr. are less clear. The emphasis of innovation in computer-mediated com-
munications has been on eiTiciency, that is, on increasing the throughput of information.
This emphasis can result in the garbage-in, garbage-out syndrome lamiliar to program-
mers. In sociotechnical parlance, this phenomenon is known as microm>opia.
Micromyopia is the assumption that increasing the elTiciency of the parts of an organ-
ization will result in greater efficiency for the whole set of work activities [Ref ''):p. 53].
This does not automatically happen. Greater attention must be given to improving the
elTectiveness (rather than the volume) of the information corrmnunicated. One key might
be that the findings concerning the negative effects oi" information overload were based
on individual decision makers, not on groups. When the goal is determining a means
o[ improving the effectiveness of group communications, the participation of the work
groups involved is critical.
3. Resistance to Change
Change is the ily in the bureaucratic ointment. The bureaucratic profusion of
hierarchical layers and formal procedures is exactly the opposite of the organic structure
proposed by many researchers as the most conducive to making successful changes and
innovations [Ref 10:p. 400]. The bureaucratic organization is structured to ensure pre-
dictability and reduce uncertainty. This results in inertia and resistance to anything that
may upset the order of things. Indi\iduals in the organization may resist change out of
a fear of the unknown. They fear what their roles in the new system might entail, or are
anxious because they lack the skills required to perform their tasks in it. The role of
management, particularly middle management, is critical in overcoming this resistance.
Management techniques that are the most elTective in the long run are those that include
the involvement and participation of group members. [Refs. 10:pp. 35S-59, 12:pp.
343-45]
Information concerning the DDN should be disseminated early to facilitate the
systematic participation by key management and non-management personnel during
system implementation. Several factors are known to have a positive effect on the im-
plementation of new technology: (I) concrete and on-going training. (2) availability of
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"on-call" practical advice, (3) observation of the implementation in other organizations,
and (4) regular meetings of all players to discuss problems [Ref. 26]. These factors can
be used to excellent advantage to assure system acceptance by the elements of the or-
ganization that are most aflected by the new technology.
C. ELE.MENTS AFFECTED BY NEW TECHNOLOGY
1. Development of Skills
\\'hen a new system is installed, the first area to be impacted is that of the skill
level and expertise of the workforce. New technology implies new things to learn. This
underscores the need for a comprehensive, s\stematic training program. At the most
basic level, the Naval Teleconmuinications OtTice provides publications relating to the
DDN. A structured course, available on \ideotape, is olTered through the Program
Management OtTice of the DCA. [Ref. 27]
Providing training at a DDN site is complicated by the varying levels of com-
puter expertise among potential users. These levels can run the gamut from novice to
expert. For the novice, training must be conducted in a manner that will alleviate the
very real problem of computer anxiety, brought on by a lack of understanding of how
the system works, and what must be done to use it. Training geared to the experienced
user often takes for granted a certain level of skill, intuition, and information that is
lacking in the no\ice. The thrust of the training is to transform technical illiteracy to a
working technical proficiency. [Ref. 28:p. 475]
Some points developed in recent research on learning are relevant to DDN
training. Technical learning increases when the learner has a meaningful mental model
of what is to be learned, and when the new material is actively processed during the
learning phase. An important distinction is made between rote and meaningful learning.
Material learned by rote simply exists in memory as isolated units of information, with
little or no connection to existing knowledge patterns stored in long term memory.
Meaningful learning implies understanding, which allows the transfer of learned know-
ledge to new situations. The learner must have some type of conceptual framework
available during the process in order to assinulate the new material. This framework acts
as an organizer for incorporating the material into the learner's existing knowledge. This
concept was shown to be most effective in appUcations where the learner possessed little
a priori expertise, and when previous knowledge was transferred to new situations, as
would be the case at a new DDN site. [Ref 29]
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2. Organizational Rules and Procedures
A procedure is "a detailed set of instructions for performing a sequence of
actions that occurs often or regularly" [Rcf 10:p. 911. Procedures are formal controls
imposed to coordinate action and reduce uncertainty. In a nulitary environment, these
are called standard operating procedures, A problem arises, when dealing with a new
technology, that what worked before may not be applicable to the future.
Reliance on rules and procedures is the simplest and cheapest means to effect
coordination [Ref 10:p. 269]. However, rules and procedures are intlexible. as they re-
late to the processing of information. Sociotechnical intervention stresses minimization
of detailed specifications, in order to maximize individual user contributions [Ref 9:p.
17]. To an extent, rules and procedures are necessary in an organization. The most ef-
fective procedures are usually determined b>' including the inputs from users.
A reliance on standardized procedures may not be the best tactic at the work.
site utilizing the DDN. The more complex the technology employed in an organization,
the greater the level of task interdependencies. Each area of the organization depends
on the production of other areas in turn to produce its outputs. This necessitates a de-
centralized communication structure to handle the amount of communication that must
occur horizontally through the organization simply to get the job done. The creation
of lateral relations, as previously stated, is an eflective way to process this information.
In traditional studies, this method is considered costly. However, the extended electronic
communications capabilities of the DDN result in the establishment of direct cross
boundary communication. This hnkage between users provides an opportunity to
communicate about the best means of implementing the technology. (Ref. 20:pp. 24-31]
An appropriate area for procedural standardization at a DDN site is the format
of electronic communications. The emphasis is not on what is said, but rather on how
it is said. Communication is often an unstructured activity, and the formatting of an
unstructured activity into an electronic medium can be dilTicult. When communication
IS carried out without visual and aural cues, it is difficult to resolve ambiguities and
clarify nuances in meaning. A message must be sent correctly the first time to maximize
the benefits of automation. Rules of good writing apply in any environment, but their
importance is magnified in an automated one. Appropriate rules for DD\ communi-
cations include:
1. Think before you write and know exactly what you w^ant to say.
2. Consider who vour readers are and what thev want and need to know.
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3. Write only what needs to be said, nothing more.
4. Write everything that needs to be said, nothing less.
5. Keep sentences under control: short, simple, direct.
6. Use words common to all readers; avoid jargon and alphabet soup acronyms.
7. Carefully weigh the advisability of using emotionally loaded phrases.
S. If a message is important or complicated, get a proofreader. .Ask that person for
comments, and if the message has come across as intended.
9. Reread what you have written with an eye not only for errors, but with thought for
the impression it will make and the reaction it will elicit.
10. When these steps are accomplished, send it out. [Ref 30]
3. Organizational Structure
The introduction of computer-mediated communication on a scale as large as
that contemplated for the DDN can drastically affect an organization's structure, often
in ways unforeseen by strategic planners. Change and uncertainty result in the emer-
gence of networks within an organization, as people tr\' to deal with change. Commu-
nication within and between these networks leads to a change in organizational structure
from a vertical hierarchy to a broader, more horizontal arrangement. [Ref 31]
The full impact oC introducing the destabilizing eflects of a computer commu-
nications system such as the DDN on the traditional, vertical hierarchy of militar}' bu-
reaucracies is still to be determined. Researchers have noted the following structural
changes occuring in organizations that implement an electronic communications
system;
• De-emphasis on the geographic spread of people
Lack of traditional authority power lines as information becomes accessible to
more personnel
Flattening of organizational structure as communication with subordinates is
streamlined electronically
Promotion of teamwork as physical isolation is diminished
Increased pressure on management to act quickly
Increased quantity and timeliness of information accessible from within or from
outside the organization. [Ref 32]
Contemporan.' research is just beginning to explore the effects of computer
networks on organizations. Kiesler states that:
New technology has three orders of efTects. The first is the intended technical
ellects-the planned improvements in elficiency that justify investments m ncv
technology. The second is the transient elfects-the very important organizational
adjustments made when a technology is introduced but that eventually disappear.
The third is the unintended social elfccts--the permanent changes in the way social
and work, activities are organized. [Ref 33:p. 40j
The planned enhancements in information processing through use of the DON
can readily he identified. Computer-mediated communication is unparalleled in terms
of speed, time, and the ability to reach a broad audience, particularly when the interop-
erability aspects of the DDN are considered. Even the transitory effects can be largely
anticipated. Such things as the learning curve for people working with new systems,
resistance to change, and worker an.xiety invariably result when new technology is in-
troduced, and can be anticipated. It is the unintended efTects of change that can have
the greatest impact on the structure of the organization. Little is known about such side
efTects. and how to deal with them.
Electronic communication allows people in groups, whether formal or informal,
to interact about common interests or problems. The scope of the DDN removes the
constraints of geography; users can communicate virtually worldwide. This union of
people sharing the same interests and exchanging ideas about shared problems creates,
in elTect. an electronic quality circle for problem solving. A quality circle is a charac-
teristic of an open, organic organization [Ref 10:p. 280). Thus, conflict can arise if the
previous structure was tightly controlled and mechanistic, due to the gap between the
way management perceives work being done and the way it is actually performed.
Several features of electronic conimunications are organizationally important.
First, the ease and availability of communications encourages teamwork, a foundation
for the formation of work groups in a sociotechnical design. Second, message senders
and receivers usually process their own communications, without going through an in-
termediary such as a secretary. This is a large step in breaking down organizational
barriers. Third, subordinates can communicate directly with their superiors, essentially
democratizing the workplace. In a military context, this implies a potential for circum-
venting the chain of command. Finally, electronic communications reduce the volume
of paper, if not paperwork. Messages and files exist electronically, with no need to make
hard copies unless it is desired. This can result in a significant savings in storage space,
once personnel adapt to the idea. [Ref 33:p. 48]
Decision-making policy in a computer-mediated communications environment
can encourage more participation from the workforce. Wide information searches are
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possible, reaching to all areas of the organization and beyond. This allows nunoritv
views from geographically distant or structurally separate groups to be obtained. It is
possible for all points of view on an issue in the organization to be considered, thereby
giving all workers a voice in their own determination. [Ref 33:p. 5S\
The final area of organizational structure to be considered is where the work is
performed. It has been demonstrated that computer-mediated communication removes
the restriction of geography. Ph>sically distant locations are electronically joined. A
logical extension of this is "telecommuting", or the performance of work from the home
rather than the office. DDN users can connect to the network from a personal computer
(PC) through a TAC. At present, the DDN treats the PC as a terminal, that is. it ig-
nores the computing power of the PC. This is changing. De\'elopment is underway on
a new DDN access paradigm that will allow PCs to connect directly into the DDN. The
user could do almost anything from the PC that could be done from a mainframe. [Ref.
34]
Private industry now is considering the use of computer-mediated communi-
cations to create electronic "cottage industries". Studies indicate that the acceptability
of the decision to work at home is primarily related to work position and job character-
istics. Working at home is favored by those whose jobs require independence and free-
dom from interruption, such as programmers, and by those who have low social needs
from the job. On the other hand, supervisors are more resistant to the idea. In all cases
studied, the interest of workers, support by management, and the e.xpectations of both
are critical in implementing telecommuting. [Ref 35 ]
The implications for management of home-based DDN use are mi.xed. Advan-
tages include the great potential of reducing transaction costs by allowing transmission
during off-peak hours. Telecommuting may find favor at sites such as the NaNw Re-
gional Data Centers (NARD.AC), where there are a large number of programmers. At
such sites, the privelige of being able to telecominute could become part of the reward
system, something given to the more trusted workers as a means to increase productivity
and worker morale.
A disadvantage of telecommuting is that for many workers the important social
interaction at the worksite is lost, as a result of the physical isolation of telecommuting.
Management must be willing to give up direct-contact supervision, actually trusting
people to do their work on their own. Psychological problems may result from breaking
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down the distinction between home and work. Nevertheless, telecommuting is a U'^el'ul
alternative to the existing system, under the right working conditions.
4. Organizational Culture
One of the subtlest areas of an organization to be alTectcd by a new technology
is the culture. A group's collective beliefs, status dilferentiations, and power distrib-
utions can all be impacted by electronic communications. Nonverbal behaviors such as
gestures, tone of voice, and eye contact strongly alTect the roles played in face-to-face
communication. These are absent in electronic communication. Software is blind with
respect to vertical hierarch}'. While in \'crbal communication one indi\idual often
dominates due to position, status, or personal charisma, this has not been the case with
computer-mediated communications.
Another culture-related factor is that depersonalized messages invite more
assertive, less inhibited communications. There is a long history in computer networks
of "tlammg", that is, expressing oneself more strongly on a computer than would be done
in other comniunications settings. ARPANET has had to screen network bulletin
boards for messages of questionable taste [Ref 36:pp. 1124-28]. This no-holds-barred
stxie of communication provides a wealth of opportunity for the manager at a DDN site.
Sampling the attitudes of workers is easier, and there exists the capability to have an
honest exchange of ideas, stripped of many of the artifices of convention and status.
Anonymous electronic communications can serve as a source for new ideas to improve
production, and as an outlet for improving morale.
An organization's communications system serves to implement goals and coor-
dinate and control activities. It can also be a source of power. Personal iniluence in
organizations is a matter of both positional authority and individual skills in compre-
hending and manipulating organizational processcss. Simply put, it is the ability to get
things done. One study established that an individual's power is positively related to his
ability to access organizational resources such as people and information. [Ref 37:pp.
3-7]
If information can be regarded as a power resource, then the speed and ease of
access to information offered by the DDN could shift the balances of power previously
in place at the organization. More people could become privw to the information nec-
essary for decision making, changing status relationships while increasing participation.
One of the determinants of power is irreplaceability [Ref 37:p. 5]. People who can make
themselves indispensible in some way gain a certain amount of power. Those who
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master the use of the DDN could create powerful niches for themselves. Equally im-
portant, those who don't use this medium could lose inlluence, regardless oi' their hi-
erarchical position. Management must be aware of and monitor any such lluctuaiions
in the organizational power bases.
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V. SOCIAL ANALYSIS OF DDN IMPLEMENTATION
The DDN is a computer-incJiateJ communication system that is implemented in a
pre-existing military organization. It is important to remember that it is not an end unto
itself. That is. the primar\" function of most users is not just to become experts on the
DDN. Rather, the DDN is implemented to enhance the operations of a variaty of or-
ganizations. These operations range from the transmission of financial records at Per-
sonnel Support Detachments to the sharing of information between scientists at military
research centers.
This variety of uses also implies a diversified population of users. It would be dilTi-
cult. if not impossible, to determine a single set of specific characteristics to apply to the
users that would prescribe an optimal means of implementing and utilizing the DDN.
Instead, the process of implementing the new technology must be adapted to the unique
attributes of each workforce to obtain the best results. This is the goal of sociotechnical
design.
In sociotechnical design, the underlying social subsystem of the organization is
linked to technology to optimize performance. Sociotechnical theorists have prescribed
conditions necessary for this linkage. These conditions evoke and sustain commitment
and involvement. They are:
• Autonomy
• Opportunity to learn and continue learning
• Variety
• Opportunity to exchange help and respect
• Sense of meaningful contribution
• Prospect of a meaningful future. [Ref. 9:p. 21]
Thus, the optimal sociotechnical system is a work system in which the jobs provide the
opportunity to use a variety of skills, to make decisions, to complete meaningful, whole
pieces of work, to know how well one is performing, to interact with others, and to learn




This study attempted to measure the degree to which the conditions for
sociotechnical design are present in organizations using the DON. The primary method
for collecting data was a self-administered, closed-end questionnaire using a seven point
Likert scale. The respondents answered a question by selecting an ordered number be-
tween one and seven that best retlccts their estiniation of the answer. ,A response of
one represents the strongest disagreenient and seven the strongest agreement. In addi-
tion, the questionnaire included se\eral open-ended questions to elicit respondent's
greatest likes and dislikes concerning the DDN. The study also sought to determine the
level of awareness of the respondents about the DDN, and the level of their use of it.
Appendix B contains a sample questionnaire.
The questions were designed to reflect, from a user's perspective, the presence
of the sociotechnical conditions in the organization. The questions were divided into
those relating specifically to the DDN. and those focusing on the respondent's overall
functions in the organization. This was done in order to give due consideration to the
dependent role of the DDN within the larger context of the organization's concept of
operations.
The questionnaire can be broken down into several areas of concentration.
These reflect the six previously-listed sociotechnical conditions that are theorized neces-
sary for optimal performance, as well as other information. The additional areas are:
• Experience with computers and or the DDN
• Comlbrt with using the DDN
• Likes and dislikes about the DDN.
2. Data Analysis
The data collected from the questionnaires were analyzed in three ways. First,
the responses from all three groups were reported according to the percentages that fell
under each of five Likert scale categories (original response values of 2 and 3 were
combined, as were response values of 5 and 6, to facilitate the reporting of results.) This
was done in order to show the full spread of the responses, and to avoid any misrepre-
sentation of the data that might occur from depicting only some aggregated presentation
of the data. Second, the means and standard deviations of the responses were calculated.
This was done to show an average response to each question from each of the three
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groups, and to present the associated variability with respect to each mean. Third, cor-
relation analysis was performed with respect to each question and all the other
questions. This was done to show the relationships between the responses to dilTcrent
questions, and as a preliminar}' step for performing regression analysis.
Correlation produces a number between -1 and I. called the correlation coeiTi-
cicnt. that gives an indication of the amount and direction of association between the
responses to any two selected questions. For example, a correlation coelTicicnt of near
1 indicates a high level of correlation between tlie two responses. A value near -1 indi-
cates a negative correlation. \'alues near indicate little or no correlation. Such cor-
relations can be used to derive an estimate of the extent to which the response to one
question can be used to predict the response to another. The procedure for deriving
such predictive values is regression analysis. When regression analysis is used to com-
pare the response to question A with the responses to one or more other questions, the
procedure yields a cocfilcient of determination, which is the square of the correlation
coetTicient {R-) between A and the other questions. The value of R^ indicates the per-
centage of the variation of A that can be explained by the other questions. Table 1
gi\'es guidelines for interpreting the size of R\
An accepted convention is to present all statistics in terms of how much confi-
dence the observer can place in the number calculated. This study used the student's
t-tcst to determine a confidence level for each calculation. For example, a 95% confi-
dence level means that the observer can be 95^0 certain that the calculation is statis-
tically significant. [Ref. 39]








3. Development and Use of Performance Measures
Management personnel in an organization presumably invest in a new technol-
ogy because the new technology is superior to an existing system. Some form of meas-
urement should be established to evaluate this superiority: that is. m.casures of
pertbrmance are needed. This study makes use of two DDN-related measures of per-
formance.
(a) A measure of DON superiority over other means o[ communication was
obtained by determining the extent to which the use o[ the DDN reduces the use of
other media.
(b) A measure of DDN edectiveness was obtained by determining the extent to
which the DDN has impro\ed work performance.
Regression analysis was used to examme what conditions, represented by ques-
tionnaire items, could be used to predict high perlbrmance measures.
4. Study Participants
The DDN consists of thousands of subscribers, and tens of thousands of po-
tential users. Three groups were selected as approximately representative of the poten-
tial user population, within workable limits. Ail respondents worked at a military site
that has access to the DDN.
The first group consisted of scientists and engineers at the Naval Weapons
Center at China Lake, CA. This group was chosen to represent research-oriented DDN
users. The second group was a sample of students at the Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey. CA. The students were chosen to represent the general military population
that is newly exposed to the DDN. The third group was made up of operational users,
selected from the United States Army Information Systems Center at the Presidio of San
P^rancisco, CA. and the DCA at Wheeler Air Force Base, Oahu. MI. This sample was
chosen to represent DDN users in an operational military environment. The 90 partic-
ipants were randomly selected from these three sites. The sample sizes were 47 in group
one (research), 21 in group two (student), and 22 in group three (operational).
5. Study Limitations
To keep this study within reasonable limits, several restrictions were necessary.
These resulted in certain weaknesses in the study, including:
• The number of participants in the study is small relative to the total number of
DDN users and potential users.
• The degree to which the three groups selected are representative of all organiza-
tions usins the DDN is unknown.
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• The use of a prcstructured questionnaire limits the areas in which a respondent can
reply. Significant data could be niissed because there is no place on the question-
naire to include it.
• The questionnaire is geared to those who use the DDN. No allowance is made for
determining the reasons that non-users fail to utilize the DDN.
• The data collected are of~an on^iinal, rather than interwU. type. Statistical analysis
was perlormed in accordance with general accepted practice, as described in Ref.
40.
In spite of these methodological weaknesses, the lack of previous empirical re-
search in this area justifies the exploratory approach taken in this study.
B. RESULTS
1. L'ser E.xperience
Variables related to the participants' previous experience include (1) experience
with DDN. (2) experience with computers in general, and (3) the amount of the job
accomplished using the DDN. The results are shown in Table 2 below. In the research
group. 77'' of the respondents did not use the DDN. The other two groups were
composed entirely of personnel who use, or had been exposed to, the DDN. The re-
search group had a mean of 6.5 years of computer experience, and 3.1 years of DDN
experience. The student group had a mean of 3.1 years computer experience, and 0.6
years DDN experience. The operational group had a mean of 12.6 years computer ex-
perience, and 3.1 years of DDN experience. The percentage of the job accomphshcd lor
each sample is displayed in Figure 6 on page 38. The overwhelming majority of re-
spondents in all samples use the DDN for less than 10° o of their jobs.




Use DDN, % 23% 10()"o lO<V'o
Computer experience, years 6.5 3.1 12.6
DDN experience, years 3.1 0.6 3.1
2. L'ser Learning
Two multiple-response questions dealt with learning to use the DDN. The re-
sults are given in Table 3 on page 39. In question 6 {see Appendix B), respondents were
asked if instructional materials for the DDN are easv to read and understand. The
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Figure 6. Percentage of Job Involving DDN Use
largest response for the research group, 55%, was in the undecided category'. The stu-
dent group had the largest percentage, 53'^/o, of all three groups to report positively. The
operational group had 37% undecided, as well as 45% who thought instructional mate-
rials were not understandable.
In question 4, participants were asked if they had received enough training to
use the DDN well. Of the research group, A6% reported they had not, 21% were un-
decided, and 21% reported that they had. Of the student group, 62% reported that they
had adequate training; only \9% said training was inadequate. The operational group
tallied 64" with enough training, and lS"o each undecided and reporting not enough
training,
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Research <» 27 55 IS 1)
Student 24 24 4^ ^
Operational ) 7 IS IS
Training is ade-
quate to use DDN
well
Research 19 )-! 27 27
Student 19 19 52 10
Operational 9 9 IS -17
•> -
In questions 15 and 16. the respondents were asked to rank the training methods
that had the greatest impact on their learning how to use the DDN. In question 16, they
were asked to rank what would he the most useful methods for improving their DDN
skills, if they had the choice. Six options were presented. They are:
• On the job training (OJT)
• Formal classroom training
• Supervisorial instruction
• Standard operating procedures (SOP)
• Self taught
• Coworker instruction
Results for the three groups are tabulated and presented in Figure 7 on page
40. The research group reported OJT, self teaching, and coworkers both as the methods
with which they learned to use the DDN and as the methods favored for improving-
skills. The students, all of whom had a formal class on the DDN, ranked self teaching
and formal classroom as most important in learning to use the DDN; OJT. formal
classes, and SOPs were listed as the most desirable means of improving their skills. The
operational group reported that OJT, self-teaching, SOPs, and coworkers had the
greatest impact on learning, and favored OJT, formal classes, and SOPs for improving
their expertise.
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3. Meaningful Contribution of the DDN
Two questions were included to assess the extent to which DDN use makes a
meaningful contribution to the respondent's job. Results are provided m Table 4 on
page 41.
Question 2 asked if using the DDN reduced the usage of other communications
media. In both the research and operator groups, 64'" o said that it did. while 36" o and
27"' 0, respectively, said that it did not. One of the operators who strongly disagreed said
that management severely restricted electronic commuiiication because they considered
an\ thing in writing to be official correspondence. Of the students. 38'"^) said that using
the DDy. reduced usage of other media. Another 3$" o were undecided, possibly because
this group has had little need to use the DDN outside a classroom.
Question 3 asked if using the DDN had improved work performance, a direct
inquiry into the intended technical benefits of implementing the DDN. Positive re-
sponses were given by 46'- o of the research group, 55'- o of the operational group, and
2S''o of the student group. Large percentages (36°o, 27°o. and 4S'^o. respectively) were
undecided. Over 70 vo of all respondents with more than two years of DDN experience
felt that it improved their performance. The majority of the undecided and negative re-
sponses came from respondents with less than two years of experience with the DDN.
















Research 27 9 28 36
Student 5 19 38 38




Research IS 36 _1 / 9
Student 10 14 48 28 (.)
Operational 9 9 T7 46 9
4. Comfort With DDN
Question 5 dealt with the overall comfort respondents felt with using the DDN.
The responses are provided in Table 5 on page 42. Comlort was selected as a general
term that covers conditions such as system-induced stress and computer anxiety. The
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research group gave mixed responses: 36'^ o were unconifortable with the DD\. 37"
o
were undecided, and 27- o felt at ease with the systcn\. Among the students, many of
whom are noMce users. 85'% were coml'ortable with the s>stcm. The operational group
exhibited a large "comfort factor", with 27*^' o comibrtable and 64° o strongly comiortable
with usin2 the DDN.
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Student 5 10 "1 14
Operational (1 n Q -1^ 64
5. Meaningful Job Future
Two questionnaire items were employed to gauge the respondents' perceptions
of the relationship between their current positions and the prospects of a meaningful
future. These are presented in Table 6.















Research 27 46 27 (j
Student lu 14 52 19 5
Operational IS 27 IS -)-7 111
Job aligned with
career goals
Research () 55 45
Student () 5 38 57
Operational 9 18 46
•)-!
Question 7 asked respondents to evaluate the extent to which they were rewarded for
acquiring skills for use on the DDN. Researchers from Pavlov to Skinner have docu-
mented the importance of rewards to elicit desired behaviour. Of the research group,
73'^ said they were not rewarded for their DDS skills. The students reported 24-; o not
rewarded. 52% undecided, and 24"© rewarded. Results from the operational group were
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divided: 45'^- o felt they were not rewarded, \S% were undecided, and 37^0 felt they were
rewarded. Several of the operators commented that the rewards they received were of
personal satisfaction, explicitly stating that they received nothing from management.
Question 14 was geared to the respondent's o\erail job in the organization. It
asked respondents to assess whether or not their current position was in line with their
career aspirations. The research group unanimously said it was; 95'^o of the student
group and 74" o of the operational group reported that their positions were on track, with
their career goals.
6. Job Autonomy
Three questions asked respondents to evaluate the level of autonomy they felt
they had in performmg their roles in the organization. The responses for these questions
are tabulated in Table 7. Question 10 asked respondents to specify the degree to which
to which they were self-regulated in accomplishing tasks. Of the research and opera-
tional groups. 100"o said they were self-regulated, 55'"'o strongly so. Among the stu-
dents. 90'' said they were self-regulated.















Student i) 10 61 29
Operational 9 36 55
Prefer to e.xercise
more judgement
Research 18 46 27 9
Student 5 14 62 29
Operational () 27 27 46
Know responsibil-
ities
Research (.) {) () 55 45
Student () 5 14 43 38
Operational (;) (.) 27 27 46
Question 11 asked the respondents if exercising more of their own judgment
would improve the quality of their work. Of the research group. 36°o said it would,
while 46'"' i) were undecided. Among the student group, 9I°o said more personal judg-
ment would improve the quality of their work, and 73" o of the operators said it would.
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There was some ambiguity in the interpretation of the question. Comments
from respondents answering positively included: "It does", indicating that the respondent
did exercise a great deal of personal judgment, and "I wish I could", indicating an ma-
bility to do so. The numerical values of the responses for this question arc probably only
valid as a measure of a condition that the respondents like, not as an mdicator of
whether or not the condition exists at the work place.
Question 8 provides a measure of the degree to which respondents are aware of
wliat they are responsible for with respect to their jobs. Of the research group 100"o
said they knew all their responsibilities: 82° o of the students and 91"o of the operators
indicated an awareness ol' their responsibilities.
7. Task N'ariety
The existence of task variety was explored through two questions, as shown in
Table 8. Question 12 asked respondents if they considered their jobs to be routine. The
majority of all responses were negative, in the research group, 9[% said that their jobs
were not routine. 27"^ o strongly so. For the students, 62^0 responded negatively. The
operators had an 82° o negative response, with 36'^ o strongly asserting that their jobs
were not routine.














Research 27 64 9 ()
Student 19 43 14 19 5
Operational 36 46 18
Multiple skills are
needed
Research () IS 82
Student 62 38
Operational (1 27 / j^
Question 13 asked if knowing multiple skills were a part of the job. As might
be anticipated from the non-routine nature of the jobs indicated in the responses to the
first question, all three groups had a positive reaction to this question. This was the only
survey question that received unanimous agreement. All three groups said that their
jobs required multiple skills, with 82" o of the research group. 38° o of the students, and
73'^ of the operational group strongly afTirming this.
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8. Exchange With Others
One question dealt with exchange between workers, to determine the extent to
which groups are formed and used in the organization, as shown in Table 9 on page
45. Question 9 asked respondents if problems in their organizations were solved by
group cHbrt. This question drew a mixed response from all three groups. In the re-
search group. 73" reported that problems were solved jouitly, but only 9''''o strongly felt
this was the case. Of the student group. 53" o answered positively, 19'''o were undecided,
and 2S"o responded negatively. For the operators. 55'* o said they had group problem
solving. 27" were undecided, and IS'- o said they did not.















Research (.) 9 IS 64 9
Student 5 23 19 43 10
Operational 9 9 17 IS
9. Positive Aspects of the DDN
The questionnaire contained two open-ended questions. Question 18 asked the
respondents what they liked most about the DDN. For scientists and engineers, the
greatest perceived asset was the electronic mail feature of the DDN. Half of the re-
spondents listed this as what they liked best. The next greatest attraction was the speed
o'[ the network. One respondent commented favorably on the speed of rhe DDN as
compared to the Naval message system, and noted that it helped alleviate busy
AUTOVON lines. Along that line, ehminating "phone tag" was mentioned as a boon.
.Another respondent liked the fact that information could be dealt with at one's con-
venience, not in the forced immediacy of a phone conversation. Finally, the broad ac-
cess to diverse data sources, such as directories and distant supercomputers, was rated
highly.
The student group touted the distributed aspect of the DDN as its most positive
aspect. As one respondent stated, the best part is ". . . the relative ease of communi-
cating with the world." The next most popular feature of the network was electronic
mail, and the speed with which it allowed communication to occur. Several students
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considered the file transfer capabilities to be the top characteristic. The reliability of
transmissions rounded out the slate of student favorites.
.Members of the operational group reported world-wide connectivity as the sin-
gle greatest feature of the DDN. 'fhe second most popular aspect was the high speed
of communicating, though one respondent specified that this speed was contingent on
usage during non-peak hours. Electronic mail and the transfer and maintenance of files
were also mentioned by several respondents as the top features of the DDN. Finally,
one operator considered the DDN's security features to be its best aspect.
10. Negative Aspects of the DDN
The second open-ended question, question 17, asked respondents what they
disliked most about the DDN. .Members of the research group had no clear consensus
of dislikes. Several respondents commented on the difficult or cumbersome procedures
required to access the DDN. This, as one respondent pointed out. is not a problem with
the backbone DDN. but rather a function of the software utilized at the individual site.
One person described this as "being at the mercy of vendor-X operating system." One
respondent said that documentation is not readily available. Another criticized the lack
of secure lines. Two commented on the slow response time during peak hours. The
dilTiculty in obtaining passwords for remote accessing also drew the criticism of one
respondent.
The biggest drawback of the DDN for the student group was the slow response
time during periods of peak usage. The next biggest complaint was against the word
processing system installed at the local site. Several respondents cited the lack of a more
visually-oriented system as a detriment, specifically advocating a menu-driven system.
Similarly, one respondent disliked the on-line help function, saying that it was difTicult
to determine where m the system you were in order to get help. Several of the re-
spondents criticized the written documentation, citing a lack of readable, comprehensive
te.\t.
The operational group registered a variety of complaints. Several respondents
disliked the lack of standards for transmission format and sequence. These were too
dependent upon the varied group of diverse vendors who make the host computers.
Training was regarded as inadequate for a novice computer user, and not implemented
on a uide enough basis. Two respondents said that the long lead time required to install
the DDN was a detriment. The high cost, approximately S25,000, for local site hardware
and software was another dislike. The local site word processing software and slow
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response times were also cited here as negative features. Finally, management and
administration of the DDN at the organization were criticized as being disorganized.
One respondent stated that no one had the authority to get anything done without weeks
of delav.
11. Statistical Inference
The sample means and standard deviations for the questionnaire are presented
in Table 10.
Table 10. SAMPLE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
Out'Slinn Rt'St^irch Siucient Operaiional
Mean SO Mean SO Mean SO
Materials are clear 3.S 0.9 4.6 1.2 1.6
Training adequate 3.6 l.S 4.S 1.3 5.1 2.1
Reduces media 4.4 2.5 4.0 1.2 4.9 2.1
Improves performance 4.3 1.9 3.S 1.3 4.4 1.7
Comfort with use 3.9 1.6 5.4 1.0 6.1 1.1
Reward for Skills 2.5 1.2 3.9 1.3 3.7 1.9
Career Goals 6.1 0.8 6.4 0.8 5.0 2.0
Sell' Regulated 6.4 0.6 5.8 0.9 5.8 1.7
More Judgement 4.3 1.5 5.6 1.4 5.8 1.2
Know Responsibilities 6.4 0.5 5.7 1.3 6.2 1.2
Routine Job 2.1 0.9 3.0 1.7 2.4 1.4
Multiple Skills (i.S 0.4 6.1 0.7 6.4 0.9
Ciroup CtTort 5.0 1.3 4.4 1.5 4,5 l.S
All means were tested to the 95% confidence level against the null hypothesis that the
mean was equal to the "undecided" value, that is. 4. This was done using the student's
t-distribution test. On the average, the research group reported that members were au-
tonomous, had task variety, felt their jobs were in line with their career goals, and had
e.xchange in solving problems. They did not feel they were rewarded for their skills in
using the DDN. The student group felt that members exhibited autonomy, had task
variety, and considered their jobs in line with their career goals. The operational group
also reported autonomy, were comlortable with using the DDN, and had task variety.
Thev also felt that instructional materials were not easv to understand. Resulting means
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for the remaining questions for all three groups were not statistically diflerent ironi the
value representing an undecided response.
The next step in the analysis was to exanune the relationships between the var-
iables included in the questionnaire. This was done through zero-order correlations.
These correlations give an idea o[ the extent of the relationships between the variables,
a higher value indicating a greater relationship. These higher values are used as the basis
to determine which questions should be used for regression anahsis.
The measures of performances hypothesized to be of interest to management--
the extent to which use of the DDN reduces use of other media and the extent to which
DDN use improves work performance--wcre used as the dependent variables in the re-
gression analysis. They were regressed on those questions with which they had the
strongest correlation coeiTicients. Each resulting R- value denotes the percentage of the
variability of the performance measure that is explained by the question on which it was
regressed. The results are given in Table 11 on page 49.
The first variable regressed was the impact of the DDN in reducing the use of
other media. The research group showed medium correlation between this factor and
the factor of having enough training to use the DDN well. The resulting/?- was 56%;
this was significant only at an 80" o confidence level. The low significance value was
probably due to the large standard deviation (2.5) of the variable mean value for this
group. The student group showed a strong negative correlation between use ot^ the
DDN and the routine nature of tasks. That is, the less routine the tasks are, the more
the DDN was used instead of other media. Regression analysis produced an R- of
46.9° 0, significant at a 99° o confidence level. The operational group showed strong
correlation between DDN use and being rewarded for DDN skills. The R^ for this was
iS.7°o at a 99°'o confidence level.
The next variable regressed was the impact of the DDN on improving work
performance. The research group showed strong correlation between this factor and
having enough training to use the DDN well. Training accounted for 46°/o of the vari-
ation, although this was significant only at an S0°o confidence level for this group. The
student group did not show any strong correlations between improved performance and
the other questions. This is probably not a good measure for this group because the
students have not had much reason to use the DDN for other than coursework. A
possible substitute variable for use in estimating how effective they feel they are with the
DDN is the question asking how comfortable they feel using the DDN. The response
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to this question showed medium correlation between comlbrt and having enough tram-
ing to use the DDN well. Regression analysi*^ '2avc an R- of 2S"o at a 99"o confidence
le\el. The operational group showed strong correlation between improved performance
and both having enough training and being rewarded for DDN skills. The R- for these
two questions explained 79.2'^o of the variation, at a 90':o confidence level.
Table 11. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PERFORM.\NCE MEASURES AND
SELECTED QL ESTIONS
Measure of Perfortnance Group Ouesiioti
Corr.
Coef. n n
Reduced use of other me-
dia
Research Enoueh traininiz to useDDN
^ 0.462 5^.b
Student Job is routine -0.68r 46.9
Opera-
tional




Lnouszh trainmc to use
DDN
^ 0.6S1 46








Rewarded for DDN skills o.7(S(i
C. SUMMARY
The results of the questionnaire indicate that DDN users, as exemplified by the three
groups, var^' widely in experience, position, and purpose for using the system. None the
less, they share several traits in common. The majority of the users utilize the DDN to
perform less than 10" o of their jobs. The users have a strong sense of autonomy, both
as a job characteristic and as a desired condition. Their jobs are not routine, and require
multiple skills to perform. These traits can be indicative o'i workers with a high degree
of responsibihty and pride in their work [Ref 14:pp. 49-51]. To a large extent, re-
spondents feel that their jobs are in line with their career aspirations, contributing to a
sense of a meaningful future.
How much individuals learn about the DDN varies from organization to organiza-
tion. The majority of personnel queried at the Naval Weapons Center do not use the
DDN, and those who do use it learned to do so on the job. Formal classroom is used
as an instructional method for only one of the groups. The student group considered
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such training etTective and also beneficial for further learning. The operational group,
which also primarily learned to use the DDN on the job, reported that formal training
would be a good means of improving expertise with the system. Instructional materials
on the DDN were not widely perceived to be easy to read or understand. Over one-third
of the members of each group do not feel they have enough training to use the DDN
well.
The research group does not [eel comlbrtable with using the DDN, while both the
student and operational groups do. \'cr\- few of the respondents from any of the groups
felt that the organization rewarded them for their DDN skills.
Electronic mail, speed of comnumication. file transfer and maintenance, and world-
wide connecti\ity were favored as the most posith'e aspects of the DDN. On the
downside, cumbersome local operating systems (especially word processing software)
u'ere perceived as problems. Slow response time during peak hours, dependence on di-
verse vendors, poor documentation and on-line help features, and training in general
were all considered negative aspects of the DDN as it is implemented at the organiza-
tion.
Results of responses to questions related to the measures of performance proposed
here for potential use by management var\" widely among the three groups. Two-thirds
of the research and operational groups reported that using the DDN reduces their use
of other communication media. However, one-third of each group did not feel that it
did. The student group was about evenly split between thinking that it did. undecided,
and thinking it did not. A large proportion of the research and operational groups re-
ported that using the DDN improved their work performance (46"o and 55'^o. respec-
tively). However, when those who were undecided are grouped together with those who
did not think that their performance was improved by using the DDN. over half of the
research group and nearly that many of the operational group fall in this categor\", along
with an even higher proportion of the student group.
Several factors appear to be strong predictors of the two selected measures of per-
formance. The strongest predictor for both measures is having adequate training. The
next strongest predictor is being rewarded for DDN skills. In addition, the extent to
which tasks are not considered routine has a predictive value for determining how much
the use of other communication media is supplanted by DDN use.
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VI. CONCLLSIONS AND RFXOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of :his study has been to examine the application of the principles of
sociotechnical theor^' to the iniplenientation and adniini'^tration oi'the DDN in nuluary
organizations. This was done b>' assessing to what extent six major sociotechnical con-
ditions (autonomy, learning, variety, group exchange, meaningiul job contributions, and
a meaningful future) are present in military organizations with access to the DDN.
During the course of this study se\'eral issues became apparent that are of critical inter-
est to management for the successiul introduction of tlie DDN mto an organization.
1. Presence of Sociotechnical Conditions
Based on the results of this study, it may be concluded that DDN users are
strongly autonomous, and have jobs that incorporate a great deal of variety. These jobs
for the most part are on track with the users' career goals. However, users are not re-
warded ibr their DDN skills. For many of the users, the DDN makes a meaningful
contribution to their job. but a sizable number do not perceive it as reducing their use
of other conununication media or improving their work performance. Exchange with
others occurs in problem solving and training, but not to a high degree. Ihe methods
used to facilitate the learning process have weaknesses that alienate some of the users.
Thus, it can be concluded that two of the sociotechnical conditions (autonomy and va-
riety) are strongly present. The other four are also present, but in varying degrees.
2. Issues for Managerial Concern
Three issues warrant further managerial attention. The Hrst is that of training.
Adequate training, based on the groups studied, is for the most part not being prosided.
Over one-third of those queried said that they did not have enough training to use the
system well. This indicates a problem. It could be the result of several things: (1) doc-
umentation is considered poor, (2) there is no formal classroom training, and (3) there
is not enough regard for the novice computer user. A program that addresses these
shortcomings is needed. The close association of training to the studied measures of
performance underscores its importance to the health of the organization.
The second issue of importance to management is the reward system. Employ-
ees in any organization are quick to determine what behaviors and skills are beneficial
to their careers. If management wants a workforce proficient in using the DDN, then
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those skills must be encouraged by rewarding them. As the study found, there is a
strong connection between rewards and improved performance. Mowe\er, giving re-
wards for DDN skills does not appear to be a policy in the groups studied. In the DOD,
rewards cannot be in the form of additional pay. Despite this, there is considerable lat-
itude for recognizing and supporting superior performance in using the DDN. Man-
agement should re-examine this apparent discrepancy between the performance that is
desired and the means used to reach this end.
The third important issue is the form and elTiciency of DDN management.
Managerial practices at a DDN site largely determine the acceptance of a system, what
It is used for, and who has access to it. All of these were found to be important in
computer-mediated comniunications systems. In the groups surveyed, the majorit}' of
things liked about the DDN, such as speed of communication, connectivity, and data
access, are inherent results of data network technology, and are obtained simply by in-
stalling the system. On the other hand, the majority of things disliked about the DDN,
such as training, local operating systems, and slow response time during peak hours, are
factors directly controllable by management. Management at each site must set policies
that help, not hinder, better performance with the DDN.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
Three major organizational changes can be recommended as a result of this study.
First, self-managed work teams should be considered for the facilitation of better train-
ing, reward systems, and a management structure that is well tailored to the conditions
that e.xist at the individual DDN site. Based on the groups queried, three of the four
principles considered necessary in Reference 9 are already present among DDN users.
These are (1) specific responsibilities, (2) self-regulation, and (3) jobs requiring multiple
skills. The one that appears to be lacking, skill-based rewards, could be the focus of a
self-managed work team.
Second, team-building activities are needed to create the participative, decentralized
form of organizational structure that is widely endorsed for improving performance, es-
pecially in a dynamic environment. Computer-mediated communication encourages
decentralized flow of information and ease of establishing communication; these foster
etTective group performance. This potential for improved performance should be real-
ized through the use of estabhshed team-building techniques.
Third, participative management should be encouraged. Participation, besides giv-
ing workers an input in their own destiny, also creates a greater sense of involvement
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and commitment. It has been shown to be a facilitating factor in motivation and the
reduction of boredom on the job [Ref 41). The autonomous nature of each workmg
group, already shown to be a major attribute m the groups sampled, can result m unique
group needs that cannot be foreseen by upper management. However, group niembers
can provide solutions to many of their own and the organization's problems, given tlie
opportunity. These sokitions can be responsive to the needs of both the organization
and the workers. For exaniple. the problem of high cost and slow response time during
peak hours could be mitigated b>' the use of Ilextimc or telecommuting, solutions that
nught not be practical for the organization as a whole, but ideal for a small group. 'Ihe
central thrust of the team concept is that the teams can be well suited for determining
etfective methods for implementing the DDN in the organization.
F:lectronic communications open a door to new possibilities for fast, reliable,
world-wide comniunication. Enlightened management can encourage the attainment of
the full benefits of this system. The decentralized, evolutionan.' nature of computer-
mediated communications make it a perfect area for applying the principles o[
sociotechnical design. Many of the key conditions are already present in the organiza-
tions using the DDN. The final step is for management to implement the DDN under
the work team concept.
C. SUGGESTED FURTHER RESEARCH
Several topics related to this study warrant further research. First, research is
needed to deternune why some employees who have access to the DDN still do not use
it. Such research would provide valuable insight into the type of training and programs
that would overcome barriers to the use of computer communications. This research
could be done through on-site interviews at various o.^anizations which have DDN ac-
cess.
Second, potential costing plans for DDN usage should be investigated. This would
include the cost and relative effectiveness of local site hardware and software, along with
transaction costs. This research could include a cost, benefit analysis of DDN use versus
the use of other media.
A third area recommended for research is a comparison of the organizational struc-
ture at DDN sites that seem to be successfully implementing the system with those that
appear not to be doing well. The results of this study would be of interest to the many
oriianizations who will become DDN sites in the near future.
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APPEiNDIX A. GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
AfllP ARPANET Host Interlace Protocol
ARPANET Advanced Research Project Agency Network
BBN Bolt, Beranek. and Neuman
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DCA Defense Communications Agency
DDN Delense Data Network
DOD Department of Defense
DSNET Defense Secure Network
DTE Data Terminal Equipment
FTP File Transfer Protocol
CENSER General Service
IP Internet Protocol
ISO International Standards Organization
MILNET Militar>- Network
NARDAC Nav\- Regional Data Center
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NIC Network Information Center
OJT On the Job Training
OS I Open Systems Interconnection
PC Personal Computer
PSN Packet Switching Node
SCINET Sensitive Compartmented Information
Network
SMPT Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SOP Standard Operating Procedure
TAC Terminal Access Controller
TCP Transfer Control Protocol
TELNET Telecommunications Network
WINCS WWMCCS Information Network
Communication Subsystem
WWMCCS World Wide Military Command and
Control Svstem
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APPENDIX B. DEFENSE DATA NETWORK QUESTIONNAIRE
Current job title
Amount of time in this position yrs mos.
Prior experience with computers yrs mos.
Number ofindiMduals you supervise
For the next iwo quesiions, mark yes or no as appropriate.
• Have you ever heard of the Defense Data Network, sometimes referred to as the
DDN. Arpanet or Mihiet? ....yes ....no
• Have you ever used the Defense Data Network, Arpanet or Mihiet?
....yes ....no
• If yes, amount of time working with DDN yrs mos.
Ifyou answered "no" to either of the above [wo quesiions. please turn in your questionnaire.
DO .\0T answer any other questions.
For questions I through 7, circle the number that best represents your experiences with the
Defense Data .\etwork ' DDS j. .Arpanet, or Milne t.
1. The percentaee of mv job I accompUsh using the DDN is
1
2^ 3 ' 4 5 6^7
< 10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 > 60
2. The DDN has reduced mv use of the phone, mail and message systems.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
3. Usins the DDN has improved mv work performance.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
4. I have enoush training to use the DDN well.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
5. I feel generally comfortable usine the DDN.




6. Instructional materials are easv to read and understand.
1 2 3 4 ' 5 6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
7. I am rewarded for mv skills in usins the DDN.
1 2 3
" 4 5^6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree aeree
For questions S through 14 . circle ihe inimber thai most closely relates to your overall
job.
S. I know what I am responsible for with respect to mv job.12 3 4 5 6 7'
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
y. Problems in mv orsanization are solved bv eroup elTort.
1 2 ' 1 4 5 6' ^ 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
10. I am self-reculated in accomplishin2 mv tasks.
1 2 3 4 5 " '6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
1 1. Exercisms more of mv own judgement would improve the qualitv ofmv work.
1 " 2 3 ' 4 ''5 6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
12. The nature ofmv overall job tasks is routine.
1 2 '3 4 5 6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
13. Knowins multiple skills is a part ofmv job.1^2 3 4 5 ' 6 7
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
14. Mv present overall job is in line with mv career goals.
'
1 2 3 4 5 6 7^
strongly undecided strongly
disagree agree
15. Rank these in order of greatest benefit on how you learned to use the DDN: (i.e.,
-1 = most important)
....on the job training ....formal classroom ....supervisors
...standard operating procedures ....self taught ....coworkers
....other (write in)
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16. Rank these in order of potential usefulness in improving your use of the DDN:
(i.e.. =1 = most useful)
....on the job training ....formal classroom ....super\isors
...standard operating procedures ....self taught ....coworkers
....other (Write in)
1". What do you like least about the DDN?
IS. What do vou like most about the DDN?
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